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are some drive train specs for - Chevy trucks. This info was gathered from many sources. I
know of no other source on the web with this info displayed as clearly, all in one place. Hope it
helps! From - Chevy trucks had a 13 digit VIN. If your - body style has a VIN located on the
dashboard, with 17 digits, then it is between and model. If your truck has the VIN on the dash,
but it is not 17 digits, then it is a or model. Your VIN can also be found on the factory options
decal , located in the glove box. Here's a list of engine specs. Meant to show what was available
When, and in what models. Here's a list of transmissions offered, with available engines. Gear
ratios are listed too Finally, what rear ends came in what models, and what ratios were
available. A well kept secret For Automotive Literature it is hard to beat E Bay! GM Factory
Service Manuals include full detailed instructions for replacing body panels. Every nut bolt and
screw location, torque specs, and a ton more. These books are 2" thick, and often include full
wiring diagrams too! Get over to E Bay! E Bay Motors - I have gotten many manuals there. The
older manuals didn't include wiring. I just also won a bid on a GM Dealer Album. It includes all
pricing for all Chevrolet vehicles, the cost of all options, all the separate optional equipment
catalogs and believe me there are lots even a brochure for the Blazer Chalet. There are paint
chips, and fabric samples. It is jam packed with info. You can also find truck parts as well.
Factory Service Manuals! GM considers anything 1 ton or under to be a "Light Duty" vehicle. So
if you plan on restoring a car or truck, get your hands on a factory service manual, you will not
be disappointed! Our Other Sites: Snowplowing-Contractors. Author: Chuck Smith. Click On A
Book. The key to a good engine in an off-road situation is torque, and as much of it as possible.
Horsepower numbers are secondary unless you plan on blasting across Baja at high speeds all
day. Torque is what will move your truck over obstacles and up hills. So where do you find the
right crate motor for your truck? From the OEs to the various engine builders, you can find
nearly any kind of ready-to-drop-in engine you want, from stock replacement to fire-breathing
monster and everything in between. This encompasses the four most popular generations of
light trucks from The General. We broke the crate motor recommendations down into direct
replacement, high-performance replacement, and late model retrofit LS series replacement for
each of the four generations of GM trucks since The following recommendations are not ours
though. Considered the third-generation, these completely redesigned new trucks had a
squared-off look. They were unfortunately born in the early days of emissions and mileage
concerns that choked the life out of nearly every engine of the day. This is a great entry-level
replacement engine for older trucks. All of the parts in this engine, including the block, are
brand new. It has an iron block and heads with an octane-friendly 8. Pace also has a version
that makes hp and lb-ft. High-Performance Replacement. With its 3. Developed as a high-torque

engine with a low-end torque-grind roller cam, heavy duty forged powdered metal connecting
rods, forged crankshaft, and hypereutectic pistons, the HT is designed for hard work. The HT
should only be used in and earlier pre-emissions street vehicles or any year off-road only
vehicles. For the latest in affordable power, durability, and fuel economy, take a look at the LS
Connect and Cruise packages. You can get this engine two ways: a conventional 5. Engine
choices started with a wimpy 4. SDPC : V8 long-block, part no. Chevrolet Performance : HT, part
no. It is uniquely suited to pre trucks, but is adaptable to a variety of applications, including the
GMT series of trucks. The trans that comes with this package is a 4L65E with a 3. SDPC also
has part no. You could get one with a Vortec 4. Since these trucks are still fairly new, there are
not really any applicable direct replacement engines that are any different than what came in the
truck originally, which in most cases is a 5. The LC9 is tuned for exceptional torque lb-ft at 4, at
low RPM, and is a great choice for off-road projects. Because these trucks came with LS
engines from the factory, it would be silly to replace it with a traditional small-block or
big-block. However, there are several LS upgrade options from all three companies. Wilson
recommends the SDPC part no. Fitch at Pace Performance suggested its part no. The kit
includes a factory-engineered engine-and-transmission combination that has all the electronic
control modules, wiring harnesses and other key components you need with the simplicity of
one part number. This crate engine comes fully dressed, from the top of the charge-cooled
supercharger assembly to the ignition system, water pump, balancer, and more. The new truck
had a redesigned exterior, interior, chassis, and more power in some of the engines. It kicks out
lb-ft of torque. You could also get the high-po 6. Like the previous generation, direct
replacement engines are certainly available for these trucks, but you should call and provide
your VIN to get the right one. Again, this long-block has a higher-torque cam grind and different
pistons, and accepts the existing parts and accessories. It will make hp and lb-ft of torque. Pace
Performance : LC9 5. The LC9 5. All of the E-Rod engines include the necessary engine
controller, with specific calibrations for automatic or manual transmissions. No matter which
direction you choose to go, be sure to spend some time talking to the tech people at Chevrolet
Performance , Pace , or SDPC about exactly what you will need to make the swap work. Having
all the right parts in the first place will save you hours of work, handfuls of cash, and keep you
out of trouble. With the right crate motor upgrade to that classic GM truck, you can give it an
entirely new life. We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We promise
not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power Automedia
Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. Article Sources. Chevrolet Performance. Pace
Performance. Scoggin Dickey Parts Center. Latest News. More Stories. Everything Off Road in
your inbox. Subscribe Now. We'll send you the most exciting Off Road articles, news, truck
features, and videos every week. We think you might like No thanks. Diesel Army. Engine Tech.
There were so many of them in fact, that we had to divide the article into two parts. The Beau
James was designed in an effort to attract more upscale buyers to the pickup truck segment.
Being a plushy pickup, the Beau James rides on top of the line Classic Sierra trim stacked with
amenities such as full instrumentation, velour seats, air conditioning, cruise control and more.
The Beau James rode on C15 three-quarter ton chassis with cushier half-ton suspension, and
could have only been ordered with the strongest of powertrains available â€” that being 4-barrel
ci V8 and 4-barrel ci V8. Only around 4, have been ordered that way. Not more than 2, have been
made. It appears most of them were white-blue or blue-white, but you might also bump into light
blue version with red-white-blue stripe on the side. They were available with both the manual
and the automatic transmission. Only of them have been commissioned and they had the
horsepower ci V8 under those red bonnets. That apparently happens a lot in snowy areas
across Canada. Moreover, they quite resemble the Indy truck due to similar striping. Impact
Edition was only available in half-ton and three-quarter ton GMC trucks, but both rear and
all-wheel drive could have been selected. In order to get one of these, buyers needed to opt for
Motortown Corporation Basic Package which included wheel flares both up front and around
the back, front air dam, dual custom outside mirrors and custom striping. Special hood stripe
and strobe side striping came either in blue and red or orange and red. From there on, you
could have stacked it with options however you deemed fit. Chevrolet Sport package enjoyed
the longest run among all special edition GM trucks. During the course of five years, it also
changed a lot in both offering and appearance. Sport package started exclusively on stepside
models, but added fleetside Chevy trucks into the equation later on as well. Chevy Sport could
have been ordered with ci six or 2-barrel ci V8 as standard. Options included the 4-barrel ci V8,
ci V8 only four wheel drive and ci V8. As mentioned before, Chevy Sport evolved and changed
over the years. Other appearance goodies include a hood ornament, rally wheels, deluxe front
bumper and many more, but this mostly depends on production year. Both C10 and K10 trucks
were subject to Indy conversion in They all featured black and white paint with red pinstriping

and official Indy decals. Plus, you could have bought some of the official trucks from other
years as well including , , , and , from participating dealerships. Not many of any year have
survived to this day, however. Arguably one of the best looking GMC special edition trucks, the
Desert Fox was available across fenderside and wideside body styles, 2WD and 4WD configs,
and short and long wheelbase models. It was also available with the GMC Jimmy. Apart from the
coolest of paint schemes which consists of Buckskin base and five different stripe colors, the
Desert Fox offered the top bar with dual CIBIE lamps, PA6 sport wheels, red or buckskin
interior, air conditioning, tilt steering, cruise control, etc. While most of these were optional,
paint scheme and striping, top bar and sport wheels were mandatory equipment coming with
Hickey Enterprises package. As far as we know, GMC Desert Fox pickup could have been
ordered with all of the available petrol engines. In GMC pickup, however, the Sarge edition was
strictly limited to three-quarter ton workhorses with either two or four wheel drive. The cool
silver paint job was complemented by three-tone multicolor brown-red-orange stripe on the
side, Sarge lettering on the rear quarter panel and hood ornament up front. It could have been
ordered with the Jimmy and Suburban too. Although offered through more than one nameplate
and for more than one year, Street Coupe remained one rare special edition model.
Recognizable by its ZY5 two-tone paint scheme, Street Coupe also featured the recognizable
hood ornament and striping. It was available with ci V8 and ci V8 making hp and hp
respectively. As its name suggests, the Street Coupe was more comfortable on the roads than
off roads. Moreover, it was an expensive affair compared to other truck workhorses from back
in the day. At least it delivered in terms of luxury, sort of. It needed to do so in order to justify its
hefty price tag which often ended up being in 5-digit territory. Amarillo was a GMC offering
during the , and it could have been ordered in three forms: the base Amarillo, slightly more
upscale Amarillo GT and top of the line Amarillo Cowboy Cadillac. Base offering included the
rainbow-like three tone yellow-orange-red paint with stripes, Amarillo identification decals on
rear quarter panels and LR 60 BF Goodrich tires. Stepping up to the GT added LR 70 radials,
finned wheels, blending front air dam, roof spoiler, chromed side pipes, and leather-wrapped
steering wheel. Numerous mags tested the Amarillo back in the day. Hot Rod Magazine
achieved It was apparently only available through one of 19 GMC Chicagoland truck dealers,
and only for the limited time period too. All GMC pickup truck combos were eligible for the Mule
conversion. Apart from the obvious Mule logo on the rear tailgate and front quarter panel, all of
these trucks featured special spoke wheel covers, yellow pinstriping and solid oak side rails
reminiscent of wagons of old. Choo Choo Customs out of Chattanooga, Tennessee collaborated
closely with Chevrolet on numerous occasions and short wheelbase pickup here is one of these
projects. It could have only been ordered with Custom Deluxe trim package, single cab and ci
V8 engine. The interior was unique too. Available only in snowy states and other wintry areas,
Sno Chaser is as rare as special edition pickup trucks get. It also had two-tone paint job
separated by a stripe with lower paint being a protective layer. Exact numbers of these limited
run special edition trucks are unknown, but they were extremely rare to begin with. As a sport
truck by vocation, California Sundancer came with BF Goodrich sport radials, inch Mag Sprinter
Western wheels, Bilstein shock absorbers, and Smittybilt dual-tubular front and rear bumpers.
Optional equipment included driving lights, a sunroof and a rollbar in a sport truck? Not exactly
special editions, but both Chalet and especially Casa Grande were extremely rare. Both
campers were practically identical in terms of their offering, however. Standard ci V8 and
optional ci V8 were the engines, while 3-speed manual and 4-speed Turbo Hydra-Matic
automatic were transmissions. Furthermore, most of them were conventional all-wheel drive
models, while those with the auto could have been ordered with optional full-time all-wheel
drive. The Chalet and Casa Grande sported standard two or optional four bunk beds, dinette
table with two sofas for four people, stainless steel sink, stove, etc. They also cost a lot. Rarely
were they priced in intended 4-digit figures as optional equipment quickly raised the stickers
into a five-digit category. That may be one of the reasons so few people decided to buy one of
them. Others were, as you can imagine, not that great of a practicality, high weight, low gas
mileage, etc. In fact, only around or so of them are believed to have been ordered that way. In
other words, RPO Z62 trim continued serving as its base, but under a different name. That
practice was abandoned after and so was the mandatory Z62 trim. Z84 or YE9 interiors were
also available at a discount from onward, but they were never again named differently. Foxy
Sierra came with special exterior with stripes upon the hood and sides, and equally unique
interior with special upholstery and a console ice box between the buckets. Alpha Industries
recommended ordering future conversion GMC Sierra with a smaller V8, fenderside body, solid
color and auto trans. How many of them have been made or how many have survived is still a
mystery. Despite driving a piece of junk, Nikola still manages to survive the harrowing
experience called "A road trip in a Yugo," day in, day out. On the other hand, precious few

things move him as muscle cars do. Especially those from the bygone golden era, which makes
him wonder why wasn't he born a few decades earlier? Well, at least he's been given the
opportunity to enjoy the likes of the Pontiak Aztek, Chrysler PT Cruiser, Fiat Multipla, and other
lovely millennials, right? Come to think of it, I'll stick with my Yugo. Thank you very much! Skip
to content. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse
Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Private Seller. One owner, This truck has not been driven
since getting a smog This is a chevy truck. It still runs and drives. Has some rust but is overall
in good conditio This Chevrolet long bed pickup is in very clean and original condition. The
paint is original New crate engine. New Crate Crate transmission. New e Refine Search? Also be
sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is
powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White
top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a
custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital
stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower
steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now
offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment
includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled seats, navigation,
Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much more. Thecar is
stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every two months since
new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original purchase documents,
including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? Gateway Classic Cars is proud to present a Chevrolet C This truck is painted a
beautiful re Power steer Auction Vehicle. This Chevrolet C10 Scottsdale has the sleek look we
love in a stepside pickup. The Toyota Wave This this Chevrolet C10 Silverado is a true muscle
truck. Sure, you understood that from the m Private Seller. Gateway Classic Cars of St. Louis is
proud to present this remarkable Chevrolet C10 Bonanza fo Beautiful Chevy C This truck is in
Amazing shape! Factory v8. Only 44, or I have a very nice 77 C10 with the original miles 65k that
I put a lot of money into Double hump heads. Turbo trans Restored Looks, runs and drives
great. Many extras including tonneau cove Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This
Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated
to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome
bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console
and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers,
and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and
new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in
the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and
white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate
control, heated and cooled seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels,
traction control, and much more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been

started and moved every two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all
three keys, all original purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho
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tires,new ro Contact Seller. Auction Vehicle. Sold Chevrolet Silverado Two owner always
garaged and in very good condition. Body off restoration. Refine Search? Also be sure to view
results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a
rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has
new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom
center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital
stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower
steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now
offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment
includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled seats, navigation,
Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much more. Thecar is
stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every two months since
new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original purchase documents,
including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools.
Set an Alert? New tires,new ro Contact Seller. Auction Vehicle. Every Factory option on this
stunning 17k original mile time capsule. Numbers matching with fac Please Note The F Real
nice rust free body with BBC, automatic, tilt and power steering, Refine Search? Also be sure to
view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a
rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has
new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom
center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital
stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower
steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now
offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records an
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